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While representing only 29 of the more than 700 eucalypt species, those on the island ofT asmania have a unique place in the hisrory and 
scientific discovery of this iconic genus. Eucalypts entered written history when Abel Tasman discovered Tasmania in 1642 and the type 
specimen for the genus, Eucalyptus obliqua L'Her., was collected from Bruny Island in 1777 during Cook's third voyage. The discovery 

of some of the endemic taxa was linked with the French expedition searching for La Perouse in 1792-1793, and the return of the type 
specimens to France was a great triumph against adversity. Nearly half a century later British botanists contributed to the discovery of 
the Tasmanian eucalypts with colonial collectors sending specimens to Kew Gardens, and with Australian-based botanists completing the 
pioneering stages of botanical discovery in the early 1900s. Botanists in Tasmania then led experimental approaches to understanding their 
evolution, ensuring a place for the island's eucalypts in twentieth-century science. The first major study of eucalypt chromosomes and 
cell division was undertaken with the Tasmanian eucalypts in the 1930s. The post-war decade saw the establishment of many of the lines 
of scientific enquiry pursued today, through the research of pioneering Tasmanian scientists such as H. Newton Barber and the recently 
deceased Bill Jackson, both of whom served as Professor of Botany at the University of Tasmania. Their studies of the roles of natural 
selection and hybridisation in the evolution of tree genera led to outstanding work on the nature and origins of clinal variation. Molecular 
techniques have now allowed many of the questions posed by the early work ofJackson and Barber to be addressed. However, just as old 
questions are answered, new questions arise as genomic studies on this unique Australian genus open a new era of scientific discovery. 
Key Words: Eucalyptus, Tasmania, history, chromosomes, natural selection, hybridisation, dinal variation, quantitative genetics, 
molecular genetics. 

INTRODUCTION 

Eucalypts, in the broad sense, include species from the genera 
Angophora, CorymbiaandEuca!yptus (see Ladiges & Udovicic 
2000, Steane et al. 2002) and are native only to Australia 
and islands to its immediate north (Eldridge et al. 1993). 
They are a dominant component of Australia's forests and 
woodlands, and are critically important to biodiversity (Wil
liams & Woinarski 1997) and commercial forestry (Eldridge 
et al. 1993, Turnbull 1999). Eucalypts are also Australia's 
major germ plasm contribution to the world and are now the 
most-planted hardwood trees globally, with over 12 million 
hectares of plantation established (Turnbull 1999). Only29 of 
the more than 700 species of eucalypts currently recognised are 
native to the island ofTasmania (Williams & Potts 1996) and 
only two of the 13 major evolutionary lineages recognised by 
Brooker (2000) are present. Tasmania, therefore, has neither 
the great taxonomic diversity of Queensland (Ladiges 1997) 
nor the floral diversity seen in Western Australia with the large 
red flowering species such as Corymbia jicifolia or Eucalyptus 
macrocarpa (Brooker & Kleinig 1990). However, the island 
does have a group of species that have a unique place in the 
history and the scientific discovery of this typically Australian 
genus. Work by numerous scientists has given them a status 
within botanical, evolutionary and forestry research, far in 
excess of the number of species present on the island. The 
Tasmanian eucalypts have, for example, provided numerous 
insights into the evolution of trees (e.g., Barber & Jackson 
1957, Jackson 1960a, Potts & Jackson 1986, Potts & Reid 
1988, McKinnon et al. 2001a). This paper is an account 
of the scientific discovery of these species and is a tribute 
to the contributions of the recently deceased Professor Bill 
Jackson and his predecessor Professor Newton Barber, who 
together initiated many of the current directions of research 

aimed at understanding eucalypt biodiversity and evolution 
in Tasmania. 

DISCOVERY OF THE GENUS 1642-1788 

The Tasmanian eucalypts were the first eucalypts clearly 
to be recorded by Europeans. It is possible that Portuguese 
(McIntyre 1977, Wallis 1988) or Dutch (e.g., voyage 
of the ships Pera and Arnhem in 1623, Schilder 1988) 
traders/explorers encountered eucalypts on the islands to 
the north of Australia, or even on continental Australia, in 
the sixteenth or early seventeenth century. However, the first 
written record appears to be from Abel Tasman's discovery 
of what he named Van Diemen's Land in 1642 (Zacharin 
1978, Doughty 2000, Hay 2002) when he was in search of 
new trading lands and a shorter trade route to Chile for the 
Dutch East India Company. Brief landings were made while 
Tasman' s ships, the Zeehaen and Heemskerck, were anchored 
in the lee ofVisscher Island, off Cape Fredrick Henry on the 
northern end ofForestier Peninsula (pl. 1), between 1 and 4 
December Qulian calendar) (Somerville 1964, Taylor 1973, 
Duyker 1992, Hay 2002). 

The first European landing on Tasmanian soil was made 
on 2 December when Blackman Bay was charted. While 
the exact site of the first landing is not clearly recorded, 
Curtis & Somerville (1948) argue that from the vegetation 
descriptions and collections, they probably landed at Boomer 
Creek on the western shore of Blackman Bay (pl. 2) at least 
sometime during the day. This is three kilometres from where 
the monument marking the landing is erected. The shore 
party, led by the commander of the Zeehaen, Pilot-major 
Francoys Visscher, noted the abundance of excellent timber, 
with several trees 60-65 feet to the lowest branches, and 


































